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Abstract. We perform a self-consistent calculation of collective neutrino oscillations includ-
ing the effect of back scattered neutrinos (Halo effect) in the ‘single-angle’ approximation,
within a spherically symmetric supernova model. We find that due to the Halo effect the
onset of flavor transformations is pushed to smaller radii, by a few kilometers. The celebrated
phenomenon of the spectral split is found to be robust under the present inclusion of the
Halo effect.
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1 Introduction
The extreme astrophysical environment of a protoneutron star (PNS), formed within a few
10’s of seconds after the collapse of a massive star (in the range ∼ 8−50M), in the aftermath
of a core-collapse supernova (CCSN), is largely characterized by the non-equilibrium evolution
of its neutrino field. Indeed, about 99% of the gravitational energy released in the collapse
is converted to neutrinos with almost ∼ 1058 neutrinos emitted within the first few seconds;
this number is about 20 orders of magnitude greater than the number of neutrinos emitted
by the sun in one second. The reach and importance of neutrino flavor oscillation effects in
astrophysical systems is difficult to overstate, as two familiar examples illustrate. Neutrino
heating in CCSN, highly sensitive to neutrino flavor, may be pivotal in the determination
of whether neutrinos are responsible for the revival of a stalled core-bounce shock[1–3]; the
synthesis of r-process elements in extreme astrophysical environments is, too, expected to be
sensitive to such oscillations[4].
Significant progress in the understanding of the evolution of the neutrino flavor field
and the role of neutrino flavor oscillations, has been recently achieved[5–22]. Particularly
interesting is the prospect of collective motion in flavor space, where the phase and frequency
of neutrino flavor oscillations are independent of their momenta[7, 8, 23]. The effect is
induced by coherent forward scattering, whose interaction strength is of bilinear form – the
sine qua non of dense neutrino environments. It dictates, in high-flux neutrino environments,
a non-perturbative setting that challenges both conventional analytical and computational
approaches.
In spite of these achievements, a detailed description of the neutrino environment near
the PNS in the aftermath of the CCSN remains incomplete. For example, the radius (or
‘epoch’), measured from the center of the PNS, at which flavor oscillations commence is
only known in the simplest of models. This uncertain situation is largely a product of
limitations imposed by both the complicated geometry of the PNS environment and the
nonlinear nature of the non-equilibrium evolution of the neutrino flavor field, governed by
the neutrino quantum kinetic equations[24–35] (QKE), which limits the use of analytical
methods. We must, therefore, resort to numerical techniques.
Even then, given the complexity of the computational problem that is faced in the
CCSN/PNS environment, limitations due to computational resource considerations force one
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to reduce the full problem of the calculation of the neutrino flavor density matrix, parameter-
ized generally by four spacetime coordinates and three momentum variables. The evolution
of the neutrino flavor density matrix in this space of seven independent variables can be
significantly reduced by assuming spherical symmetry.1 The density matrix, under this as-
sumption of spherical symmetry, is then a function only of the zenith angle of the momentum
~p, the energy E (or |~p|), and the distance r from the center of the PNS. Realistic scenarios
at radii far from the PNS are considerably more complicated than the simple, spherically
symmetric picture allows. While the validity of assuming a simplified geometry remains to
be determined[19, 21, 22, 37, 39], it is hoped that by considering this simplified setup, insight
may be gained into the nature of neutrino flavor transformation in the complex astrophysical
environment in the vicinity of the PNS.
The pioneering study of Cherry et al.[40] explored the consequences of perturbing the
neutrino “bulb” model, wherein neutrinos are assumed to trace straight-line trajectories for
radii r > Rν , defining the “neutrinosphere.” They realized that even a small number (about 1
part in 103) of neutrinos that suffer direction-changing scatterings, residing in a “halo” above
the PNS, have the potential to alter the radial neutrino flavor field evolution significantly.
This is due to the PNS geometry, the form of the forward-scattering neutrino-neutrino (νν)
self-interaction, and the non-linearity of the problem. The magnitude of contributions to the
diagonal elements of the νν self-interaction Hamiltonian Hνν from the bulb |Hbulbνν | and halo
|Hhaloνν | contributions were investigated in Ref.[40]; phase differences induced by the medium
during neutrino propagation were neglected and contributions to |Hhaloνν | were assumed to arise
from neutrinos scattered by a single direction-changing scattering. The tantalizing results
of their study suggest the possibility of a significant role for the halo in determining the
evolution of the PNS neutrino flavor field with an enhancement of |Hhaloνν |/|Hbulbνν | by a factor
of up to 10 at distances 1000–2000 km from the PNS. The neutrino self-interaction falls off
as the forth power of the radius while the collision term, which is proportional to the matter
density falls off approximately like the third power of the radius, which increases the relative
strength of the Halo Hamiltonian with respect to the bulb Hamiltonian. Given this linear
increase in the ratio of |Hhaloνν |/|Hbulbνν |, we take as our departure for the current study the
question posed by Ref.[40] of whether scattered-halo feedback effects push flavor oscillations
to smaller radii. We find, in fact, that such a hastening of the flavor transformation is
expected but likely too small to observe.
In the present work, we investigate the effect of going beyond the approximations of
Ref.[40]. Using a collision term rooted in the QKE [35], we compute the effect of neutrino
back-scattering, the halo effect, through an iterative, and therefore self-consistent, approach
within the ‘single-angle’ approximation. A broader theme we touch upon is the robustness of
the spectral splits seen in the simulations of the neutrino flavor oscillations in the interior of a
core-collapse supernova. We find that the spectral split is seen in the final electron neutrino
spectrum in the single-angle approximation even upon the inclusion of the backscattered
neutrinos.
Relaxing the assumption that those neutrinos which back-scatter from nuclei do not
contribute to the neutrino-neutrino self-interaction increases the computational complexity
of the problem relative to that of the bulb model. We have implemented the effect of neutrino
back-scattering in the single-angle approximation, using a simplified collision term derived
from the full expressions in Ref. [35]. At each radius there is a finite probability of neutrino
1We are, for the present work, ignoring the fact that inhomogeneity and anisotropy [21, 22, 36–38] is
unstable with respect to seed fluctuations due to the nonlinear nature of the neutrino QKE.
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Figure 1. Left panel: The logarithm of the off-diagonal term of the νν Hamiltonian, Hexνν (blue curve;
color online) and the electron neutrino flux, ρee (red curve; color online) at an energy of 8.5 MeV. The
neutrino flavor instability, signaled by the variation of the Heµνν with radius, commences at radii ∼ 29
km. At larger radii, beyond 33 km, when the off-diagonal term of Hamiltonian attains its maximum
and no longer varies with radius, we observe the onset of neutrino oscillations. Right panel: We plot
electron neutrino flux, in arbitrary inverse-energy units, for two representative energies, below and
above the split energy. Above the split energy the electron neutrino flux returns to its initial value.
back-scattering and we take into account the effect of the back-scattered neutrinos on the
neutrino flavor evolution. While the neutrino-bulb model is an initial value problem, including
the back-scattered neutrinos transforms it into a boundary value problem.
In the following section, we review the essential physics of neutrino flavor evolution
in the bulb model. We detail, in Sec. 3, the present halo model formulation and solution
method. Finally, we discuss the results (Sec. 4) of these calculations and conclude in Sec. 5
with a summary of the main results.
2 Overview of flavor instability
We review the neutrino flavor oscillations in the context of the bulb model, the simplest,
perhaps, of models that attempt to capture coherent oscillation effects in the PNS environ-
ment. The bulb model assumes a spherical and sharp transition at Rν from trapped- to
free-neutrinos. This approximation should capture gross features in the complicated envi-
ronment, as long as the neutrino flavor instability has an onset at a relatively large radius
compared to Rν . The bulb model takes into account the effects of νν self-interaction but
neglects the effect of neutrinos back-scattered by matter in the PNS environment. This dis-
cussion is intended to provide an overview of the essential physics of neutrino flavor instability,
which remains largely relevant in the present calculation of the onset of flavor instability. We
work with two effective neutrino flavors labeled e and x and describe neutrinos by a 2 × 2
density matrix ραβ, with α, β ∈ {e, x}. We assume a value of Rν = 11 km for this work.
We consider the equations of motion of the neutrino density matrix ρ in the presence of
three contributions to the evolution operator H: the vacuum contribution H0, the matter-
effect term Hm, and the neutrino self-interaction term Hνν . The Hamiltonian H can be
represented as traceless 2×2 matrix and the amplitude of the neutrino flavor transformation
is determined by the ratio of the off-diagonal element to the diagonal element.
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In the neutrino bulb-model, the strength of the neutrino self-interaction potential is very
large near the proto-neutron star (H ∼ Hνν is diagonal) and there is no flavor instability
as a result2. The size of the off-diagonal terms of H, in this case, is determined by the
vacuum mixing angle as well as the matter density. As the radial distance increases, the self-
interaction decreases until neutrino flavor instability is reached and the off-diagonal terms
of the Hamiltonian grow exponentially. The onset of instability is controlled by the relative
size of the vacuum Hamiltonian H0 and the diagonal components of Hνν . Similarly, the
exponential growth is controlled by the diagonal components of Hνν , as can be seen from a
linear stability analysis [41].
Exponential growth of the off-diagonal element of H, driven by the non-linear neutrino
self-interaction Hνν , eventually triggers the onset of neutrino flavor transformation as seen in
Fig.1 at radii & 35 km. As the distance from the proto-neutron star increases, the neutrino
flavor reaches a steady state configuration, characterized by a spectral split (νe and νx spectra
above a certain energy Ec get swapped). On the right hand side panel of Fig. 1 we can see
this phenomenon in our numerical simulations. For a representative energy lower than Ec the
ρee component of the density matrix returns to the initial value, whereas for a representative
energy above Ec the flux approaches the initial x flux (not shown in the figure). To summarize,
there are two regions, near the proto-neutron star and away from the proto-neutron star,
where the flavor does not evolve significantly, but for different reasons.
As we will show later the magnitude of modification to the Hamiltonian due to the Halo
effect is of consequence only in the region of significant flavor transformation. In the model we
consider, the Halo effect does not lead to additional exponential growth due to its inclusion.
We find that the inclusion of the Halo effect does not change the region of instability or the
exponential growth rate of the off-diagonal term in the neutrino-bulb model with single-angle
approximation.
This occurs because the Halo neutrinos affect the diagonal entries of Hνν , which control
both the onset of instabilities and their growth rate, only at the percent level for radii of
interest. However, we find that at small radii the off-diagonal entries of Hνν are significantly
modified due to the Halo effect. This in turns can change the radius at which the off-
diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian become comparable to the diagonal terms and start to
affect the neutrino flavor content. We demonstrate this effect using numerical simulations of
the equations of motion given in the following section.
3 Model set-up and formulation
In order to study the Halo effect we consider a simple spherically symmetric model. The
neutrino sphere, of radius Rν , is assumed to emit neutrinos with only one emission angle.
At each point during its propagation there is a finite probability for the neutrino to scatter
backwards along the same path, but in the opposite direction. For simplicity we work in two
flavor approximation with a pinched thermal spectrum.
Our objective is to find a steady state solution for this problem, where the outgoing
neutrinos experience self-interaction due to other outgoing neutrino and the back-scattered
neutrinos. The reflected neutrinos also experience potential due to other reflected neutrino
2The assumption of flavor stability at large neutrino flux is not necessarily valid when the assumptions of
neutrino bulb-model are relaxed. These assumptions include spherical symmetry and a sharp transition to
free streaming of neutrinos of all flavors at a particular radius.
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and outgoing neutrinos. In this section, we describe the equations of the motion we use for
the system, namely the appropriate QKEs.
As discussed earlier, assuming spherical symmetry the nf×nf density matrices (nf is the
number of flavors) depend on the neutrino energy E, the angle ϑ of the neutrino momentum
with respect to the radial direction, and the radial coordinate r, i.e. ρ = ρ(E, cosϑ, r). In
the bulb model, which ignores direction-changing scattering, at a given radius r the angle ϑ
is related to the emission angle ϑE by
cosϑ =
√
1− R
2
ν
r2
(1− cos2 ϑE). (3.1)
In the single-angle approximation we use in this paper, only one emission angle is consid-
ered, which we call ϑ0, and therefore at a given radius r only a single angle ϑ(r, ϑ0) is
allowed, defining a cone around the radial direction. We define the single-angle approxi-
mation in presence of direction-changing collisions by enforcing that the scattered neutrinos
at a given radius r are restricted to the cone defined by ϑ(r, ϑ0). A neutrino scattered in
the forward hemisphere is characterized by ϑ(r, ϑ0), while a neutrino scattered in the back-
ward hemisphere is characterized by pi − ϑ(r, ϑ0). We use the following simplified notation:
ρ(E, cosϑ, r) ≡ ρ↑(E, r) and ρ¯(E, cosϑ, r) ≡ ρ¯↑(E, r) correspond to outgoing neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos, while ρ(E,− cosϑ, r) ≡ ρ↓(E, r) and ρ¯(E,− cosϑ, r) ≡ ρ¯↓(E, r) correspond to
back-scattered (anti)neutrinos.
The QKEs governing the evolution of these density matrices are given by,
∂ρ↑(E, r)
∂r
= − icosϑ [H
↑, ρ↑(E, r)]− Closs↑ρ↑(E, r) + Cgain↑ρ↓(E, r) (3.2a)
∂ρ¯↑(E, r)
∂r
= − icosϑ [H¯
↑, ρ¯↑(E, r)]− Closs↑ρ¯↑(E, r) + Cgain↑ρ¯↓(E, r) (3.2b)
∂ρ↓(E, r)
∂r
= − icosϑ [H
↓, ρ↓(E, r)− Closs↓ρ↓(E, r) + Cgain↓ρ↑(E, r) (3.2c)
∂ρ¯↓(E, r)
∂r
= − icosϑ [H¯
↓, ρ¯↓(E, r)]− Closs↓ρ¯↓(E, r) + Cgain↓ρ¯↑(E, r). (3.2d)
Our aim is to find a solution to these equations subject to the boundary conditions
ρ↑ee(E,Rν) = κe fe(E) (3.3)
ρ↑xx(E,Rν) = κx fx(E) (3.4)
ρ¯↑ee(E,Rν) = κe¯ f e¯(E) (3.5)
ρ¯↑xx(E,Rν) = κxfx(E) (3.6)
ρ↑ex(E,Rν) = 0 (3.7)
ρ¯↑ex(E,Rν) = 0 (3.8)
ρ↓(E, rmax) = 0 (3.9)
ρ¯↓(E, rmax) = 0 , (3.10)
where rmax →∞. Here f i are the initial thermal spectra for various flavors at the neutrino
sphere given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution,
f i(E) = E
2
1 + exp(E/Ti − ηi) . (3.11)
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The normalization constants,
κi = 1∫∞
0 f
i(E)dE
ji
je
, (3.12)
are used to normalize the thermal spectra, which sets the scale for ρee in Figs. 1-5. Here,
ji is the flux of the ith flavor of the neutrinos which is equal to the ratio of luminosity and
the average energy, Li〈Ei〉 . The flux of neutrinos, which is the coefficient of the self-interaction
Hamiltonian, is adjusted to have luminosity of 1051 ergs/sec for all flavors. We also assume
that the degeneracy factors ηi = µi/T are the same for all flavors and are equal to 3.0. We
use temperature values of Te = 2.76 MeV, Te¯ = 4.01 MeV and Tx = Tx¯ = 6.26 MeV [42].
We now describe in detail each term on the RHS of eqs. (3.2). First, note that the factor
of 1/ cosϑ on the right hand side of eq. (3.2a),(3.2b),(3.2c),(3.2d) is a geometrical factor to
convert path length traversed by the neutrino to radius.
Next, the four Hamiltonians determining the coherent evolution of density matrices are
given by,
H↑(↓) = H0 +Hm +H↑(↓)νν (3.13)
H¯↑(↓) = −H0 +Hm +H↑(↓)νν (3.14)
where,
H0 =
1
2
(
−ω cos 2θV ω sin 2θV
ω sin 2θV ω cos 2θV
)
(3.15)
Hm =
(√
2GFne 0
0 0
)
(3.16)
H↑νν = µ
∫ ∞
0
dE′
(
ρ↑(E′, r)− ρ¯↑(E′, r)
)
(1− cos2 ϑ)
+ µ
∫ ∞
0
dE′
(
ρ↓(E′, r)− ρ¯↓(E′, r)
)
(1 + cos2 ϑ), (3.17)
H↓νν = µ
∫ ∞
0
dE′
(
ρ↓(E′, r)− ρ¯↓(E′, r)
)
(1− cos2 ϑ)
+ µ
∫ ∞
0
dE′
(
ρ↑(E′, r)− ρ¯↑(E′, r)
)
(1 + cos2 ϑ). (3.18)
ω is the vacuum oscillation frequency which is equal to ∆m22E . The coefficient of self-
interaction potential, µ, is adjusted so that the total neutrino luminosity for all the flavors
is 1051 ergs/sec, and takes the form µ(r) =
√
2GFnν(r) with nν(r) = Lνe〈Eνe 〉2pir2
cosϑ0
cosϑ .
Finally, C↑(E) and C↓(E) are the collision terms for outgoing and incoming neutrinos
beams. There are two terms for each bin, corresponding to loss and gain (i.e. scattering
out of or into the given bin), as indicated by the superscript. The form of the collision
term used in eqs. (3.2a) can be derived from the general results of Ref. [35] for neutrino-
nucleon (or neutrino-nucleus) scattering, under the following assumptions: (i) neglecting
Pauli blocking for both neutrinos and targets: this corresponds to non-degenerate species;
(ii) treating targets as very heavy and non-relativistic (M  T ): this implies that collisions
do not change the neutrino energy, which is an excellent approximation for the halo problem
of neutrino scattering off nuclei; (iii) performing the angular integrals consistently with the
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single-angle approximation: this implies that a neutrino of momentum (|~k|, cosϑ) can only
scatter into a final state with momentum (|~k|,± cosϑ) (forward or backwards cones).
The individual terms have to satisfy Closs↑ = Cgain↓ and Closs↓ = Cgain↑ to be consistent
with the principle of detailed balance. Explicit calculation as sketched above reveals that
Closs↑ = Cgain↑, namely all entries are equal. The explicit calculation also shows that Closs↑ =
nTG
2
FE
2CW /pi, where nT is the number density of targets, GF is the Fermi constant, and
CW is a coupling of O(1) proportional to the weak charge of the target.
An order-of-magnitude estimate of Closs↑ can be obtained as follows. First, note that for
neutrino-nucleon scattering the collision term goes like ∼ G2FE2ne while the matter potential
goes like ∼ GFne. The collision term is thus related to the matter potential by a factor of
about ∼ GF 〈E2〉 ≈ 10−9. Notice that by taking the average of the energy-squared we have
ignored the energy dependence which does not affect the results significantly. Since the
cross section can be enhanced by two or three orders of magnitude for scattering off nuclei
(through the coherence factor of A2), it is quite reasonable to estimate the maximum effect of
the collision term by using C ∼ 10−6√2GFne. We use a matter profile that falls off with the
third power of the radius with an entropy per baryon of 140. Choosing numerical parameters
this way corresponds to about a percent of the neutrinos experiencing direction-changing
scatterings, compared to an estimate of 0.1 percent mentioned in [40]. We have purposely
used a collision term which is almost an order of magnitude larger.
4 Numerical results
It should be noted that the boundary conditions for eq. (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and eq. (3.7),
(3.10) are at two different radii. This makes the problem unsolvable by a direct application
of the forward-difference method. we employ an iterative forward-difference method to solve
this boundary value problem.
In this section we describe the methodology we use and the numerical results we obtain.
For the zeroth iteration we solve the equations of motion and evolve ρ and ρ¯ from rmin to
rmax, ignoring the Halo effect (Closs = Cgain = 0). Then using eq. (3.2c), (3.2d) we evolve ρ↓
and ρ¯↓ from rmax to rmin using ρ and ρ¯ from the previous step. Now that we have an initial
estimate for ρ↓ and ρ¯↓ we use those to solve eq. (3.2a) and (3.2b) and proceed with the next
iterative steps. For our computation we use rmin = 15 km and rmax = 515 km.
For all but the first iteration in the radially outward direction, values of ρ↓ are required
for calculation of ρ↑ and vice-versa. The values required are not on a fixed grid but are
determined by adaptive Runge-Kutta. After each calculation of ρ↑, we store the radial
dependence of each energy bin as a spline curve for use in the following calculation of ρ↓ and
then store those density matrices as spline curves for use in the following calculation of ρ↑.
We use 80 energy bins in the range of 0 to 80 MeV and there are 8 components of density
matrix for each energy bin. We thus store 640 spline curves in memory at all times during
the evolution of the code. We use the publicly available GNU Scientific Library (GSL) to
perform this task [43].
On the left panels of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 we plot ρee for the 10th energy bin corresponding
to the energy of 8.5 MeV for 15 iterations in the region of neutrino flavor onset. On the right
panels, we plot the off-diagonal term of the self-interaction Hamiltonian for 15 different iter-
ations and the off-diagonal for the contribution due to the Halo effect alone. Figs. 2, 3 and 4
correspond to different values for the vacuum mixing angle, namely θV = 10−4, 10−3, 10−2. It
can be clearly seen that the for small values of the mixing angle, when initially the contribu-
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Figure 2. The onset of neutrino oscillations on the left for energy bin of 8.5 MeV. The left plot has 15
iterations which gradually go from red to green, however only two plots are visible as the effect of Halo
converges after the second iteration. On the right we plot the off-diagonal term of the Hamiltonian
on log scale in blue for 15 iterations. The blue one which starts off with small magnitude is the first
iteration. On the right hand side we also plot the off-diagonal term of the Hamiltonian due to the
Halo term only in green. The vacuum mixing angle is set to 10−4 radians.
tion of the Halo effect is large compared to the off-diagonal term without the Halo effect, the
convergence is swift and happens mostly by the second iteration. On the other hand, when
the contribution of the Halo term to the off-diagonal term is comparable to the off-diagonal
term without the Halo effect, the convergence requires a few iterations, but the overall effect
remains small.
It should be noted that the off-diagonal term of Hνν without the Halo effect is pro-
portional to (1 − cos2 ϑ) which in turn depends on ϑ0, the emission angle which is fixed in
our case to 5◦. For larger values of ϑ0, the off-diagonal term is larger to begin with and the
Halo’s impact is less pronounced. For smaller emission angles the relative effect of the Halo
is larger but the flux from small emission angle is suppressed due to the geometric factor,
eq. 3.1.
From the right panels of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 we can see that the back-scattering increases
the small r value of the off-diagonal element of the self-interaction Hamiltonian Hνν . The
radius at which the exponential growth of the off-diagonal element begins and the value
of the exponent remain unchanged, and the two effects together lead to an onset of flavor
transformation at a smaller radius, reduced by a few kilometers with respect to the standard
bulb model.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have formulated the problem of collective neutrino oscillations with the
Halo effect in terms of appropriate QKEs with simplified collision terms, and have adapted
those to the single-angle approximation. We have then obtained a self-consistent solution for
the resulting boundary value problem using an iterative method. Our main findings can be
summarized as follows:
• Halo effects modify the size of the various components of the Hamiltonian Hνν consis-
tently with the expectations of Ref. [40]. In particular, the modification can be dramatic
at large radii. At this large distance where the neutrino flavor field has stopped evolv-
ing, the Halo potential is large compared to the self-interaction potential, but it does
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for vacuum mixing angle set to 10−3 radians.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for vacuum mixing angle set to 10−2 radians.
not trigger additional flavor instabilities. On the other hand the influence of the Halo
potential is more important in the region near the onset of neutrino flavor instability.
• At the onset of neutrino flavor instability, the main impact of the Halo is to increase
the value of the off-diagonal element of the self-interaction Hamiltonian Hνν by about
two orders of magnitude (for small vacuum mixing angle). On the other hand, at these
radii the Halo affects the diagonal elements of Hνν at the sub-percent level, and hence
it has little impact on the radius at which the instability arises and on the rate of
exponential growth of the off-diagonal elements of Hνν . These features together lead
to an onset of flavor transformation at a smaller radius, reduced by a few kilometers,
as illustrated in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
• An important question that has been repeatedly raised in the literature regarding the
collective neutrino oscillations in the vicinity of core-collapse supernova is about the
robustness of the split. At least in the case of single angle approximation, the feature
of split seems to survive the inclusion of the Halo effect, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
• We find that in the simplest of the supernova models, assuming spherical symmetry,
the Halo has an effect which is equivalent to increasing the effective mixing angle –
a conclusion we expect would carry on to the multi-angle calculations. The overall
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Figure 5. Final electron neutrino flux with the Halo effect. In the left panel we can see that the
‘spectral split’ feature; the discontinuity in the flux is preserved when Halo effect is included. For
comparison we also plot the difference between the results with no Halo effect and the one with Halo
effect. The Halo effect has a very limited influence on the shape of the final neutrino spectra. In the
right hand side panel we plot the flux as a function of radius for a single energy. We can see that
although the radius of flavor onset is changed by the inclusion of the Halo effect, the final flux remains
unchanged.
impact of the Halo effect is thus expected to be very limited in a spherical model of
neutrino emission from a supernova.
Looking ahead, our work can be extended and generalized in several directions, with
different degree of technical difficulty. First, let us note that the matter profile we use, and
hence the radial dependence of the strength of the Halo effect, is smooth. However, in the
interior of a supernova environment, there can be sharp changes in matter density and the
nuclear composition. The effect of an abrupt change in the strength of the collisions certainly
warrants further investigation. Finally, while it seems quite plausible that the qualitative
effects of the Halo found in this single angle calculation survive in a realistic model, we think
that future work should be devoted to exploring a multi-angle scheme.
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